Welcome to Can-Yr-Afon Pleiadian Healing Sessions
Can-Yr-Afon is mirrored to the Pleiades (Seven Sisters) in Taurus Constellation
An amazing experience awaits you here as the energies are truly wonderful to
help you on your spiritual path.
We are living in a time when opportunities for self-empowerment, expanded awareness, and
spiritual growth appear to be unlimited.
Expanding awareness is sweeping the globe with astounding momentum, stimulating humanity on a
cellular level to wake up and discover its power.
We must be aware of all of these changes that is affecting us all over the planet and many of
these are on a personal level and it is now time for us to become calm and centred for gaining more
stability in our lives to move us forward for the new planetary consciousness to the 5th
Dimensional as this is how earth should be and how we can live together in total harmony,
accepting one another and respecting each other.
The Pleiadians are here to help us at this time with help from the ambassadors of light as they are
all gathering together at this time to help and guide us through our crucial time of development.
There are many teaching by the Pleiades, they are a multi-dimensional group searching for
knowledge and guiding humans to evolve and to become self aware, bringing more joy in our lives
and to exist how we should be existing through unconditional love which is how the earth will
evolve through our thoughts of total love and peace to heal the planet and take us to the next
level of existence.
We must remember that our bodies are a vehicle to carry out our soul’s mission and so many
people are missing this opportunity to get in touch with ourselves and to look after our vehicle and
to keep on track.
We should look after our bodies like a vehicle, you must put in the correct fuel, water and oil and
not keep in the fast lane,
To continuously keep in the fast lane then eventually you will become tired, exhausted, using more
fuel and become more prone to an accident.
If we have problems with our vehicles then we go and get them fixed, then why not treat our own
bodies in the same way.
When we get tired of our vehicles we change them then why not change our mindset of changing
ourselves as nobody else has the right to change us we have to do this ourselves with the intent of
feeling more at peace and harmony.

We guarantee you will leave feeling spiritually awakened relaxed and
energised.
We are able to offer sessions to suit your needs with either a Full Day,
Half Day or come and stay longer and have a couple of days.
We are your ‘Beacon of Light’ here at Can-Yr-Afon
For more information please contact Barbara at Alexandria Connections
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